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POINCARE-LEFSCHETZ DUALITY 
FOR THE HOMOLOGY CONLEY INDEX 

CHRISTOPHER McCORD 

ABSTRACT. The Conley index for continuous dynamical systems is defined for 
(one-sided) semiflows. For (two-sided) flows, there are two indices defined: 
one for the forward flow; and one for the reverse flow. In general, the two 
indices give different information about the flow; but for flows on orientable 
manifolds, there is a duality isomorphism between the homology Conley indices 
of the forward and reverse flows. This duality preserves the algebraic structure 
of many of the constructions of the Conley index theory: sums and products; 
continuation; attractor-repeller sequences and connection matrices. 

O. INTRODUCTION 

The Conley index for continuous dynamical systems is defined for isolated 
invariant sets in local semiflows. A local semiflow on a Hausdorff space X 
consists of a neighborhood U of X x {O} in X x R+ and a map f.l: U -+ X 
such that f.lo = id and f.ls 0 f.lt = f.lS+I' If S is isolated in X, it has index pairs 
(N, L) defined, with the homotopy type [NIL] well-defined independent of 
the index pair chosen. This defines the Conley index /(X; S) of S in X, 
and after passing to homology, the homology Conley index CH.(X; S). The 
Conley index theory developed from these objects has proved to be a valuable 
tool for the study of dynamical systems in a number of settings (cf. [1-4, 8, 9]). 

If the space has a (two-sided) flow ¢: V -+ X ,where V is a neighborhood 
of X x {O} in X x R, there are two local semiflows defined: UI = V n (X x R+) , 
f.ll = ¢iUI; and U2 = (id, -id)(V n (X x R-)), f.l2 = ¢ 0 (id, -id). These 
will be referred to as the forward and reverse flows, respectively. Any isolated 
invariant set in X then has two Conley indices defined: its index in the forward 
flow, and its index in the reverse flow. These are not equal, yet in many cases, 
they provide the same information about the flow. In this paper, the differences 
and similarities between the homology and cohomology indices in the forward 
and reverse flows are examined. 

The main result, Theorem 2.1, shows that for flows on an orientable manifold, 
the indices for the forward and reverse flows are related by a Poincart!-Lefschetz 
duality isomorphism. This duality is well-defined (i.e. independent of the index 
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pairs chosen) and preserves the algebraic structure of many of the constructions 
of the Conley index theory: sums; products; continuation; attractor-repeller se-
quences; connection matrices and Morse decompositions. In particular, duality 
shows that any dynamical information obtained from these algebraic construc-
tions can be obtained equally from the forward and reverse flows. This can be 
summarized as follows: 

Given a property of flows on orientable manifolds which can be detected by 
the group structure of the (co)homology Conley indices of isolated invariant sets 
of a single flow or parameterized family of flows, the homology and cohomol-
ogy indices for the forward and reverse flows all provide equivalent information 
about the property. When other classes of flows or other algebraic structures are 
considered, the four indices may provide distinct information. 

Section 1 describes the main elements of the Conley index theory, and pre-
sents some examples which will be used to illustrate the results. In §2, the duality 
isomorphism is constructed and shown to be well defined. In §3, the isomor-
phism is shown to commute with sums, products, continuation, and attractor-
repeller sequences, and to conjugate connection matrices and Morse inequalities. 
Some simple examples are considered to illustrate the properties of the index 
not preserved by duality. Finally, some ofthe dynamical applications of duality 
are considered in §4. 

1. THE CONLEY INDEX 

We begin with a brief survey of the index theory, using the notation of [10]. 
The reader is referred to [1, 6, 7, 13] for more complete developments of the 
theory. 

We will assume that M is a locally compact manifold with boundary with a 
complete Cl flow defined on it. A compact set S ~ M is an isolated invariant 
set if there exists a compact neighborhood N of S such that S is the maximal 
invariant set of N S = {x EN: x . R ~ N}. Such an N is an isolating neigh-
borhood for S. The Conley index studies isolated invariant sets; the essential 
tool for this study being an index pair for S in M - a compact pair (N, L) 
satisfying the following axioms: 

(i) N\L is an isolating neighborhood for S. 
(ii) L is positively invariant in N: if x E L, X· [0, t] ~ N, then X· tEL. 
(iii) L is an exit set for N: if x EN, X· R+ 1: N, then there exists at> ° 

such that X· [0, t] ~ N, X· tEL. 
In [1, 4, 12, 13] the basic properties of index pairs are established. These 

are that index pairs exist for all isolated invariant sets in locally compact metric 
flows, and that all index pairs for S in M have homotopic quotient spaces 
N / L. As we will be interested in comparing the indices of S in the forward 
and reverse flows, it will be convenient to work with a special class of index 
pairs, similar to those developed in [12]. 

Given S, let N be an isolating neighborhood of S in M, No = N n aM, 
Nl the "immediate entrance set" {x E aN: Ve > 0, X· [e, 0] 1: N}, N2 
the "immediate exit set" {x E aN: Ve > 0, X· [0, e] 1: N}. The quadruple 
(N, No, N 1 , N2) can be chosen so that aN = No U Nl U N2 , and so that N, 
No, N1 , N2 are all topological manifolds with boundary. Let L(M, aM; S) 
denote the set of such quadruples for S in M. Then (N, N1) is an index pair 
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for S in M in the reverse flow; (N, N2 ) is an index pair for S in the forward 
flow. 

An explicit formula for the homotopy equivalence of index pairs in terms 
of the flow is given in [13]. Given (N, No, N" N2), (N', N~, N{ ,N~) E 
vi( (M , aM; S) , the index pairs of the reverse flow are related by the homotopy 
equivalence qL: (NIN, , NoINt) --+ (N'IN{, NOIND, given by 

x = { [x· -3T], 
qL[] [N{J, 

x· [-2T, 0] ~ N\N" X· [-3T, -T] ~ N'\N{, 
otherwise, 

for T sufficiently large. Likewise for the index pairs of the forward flow, there 
is a homotopy equivalence ¢+: (N I N2, No I N2) --+ (N' I N~, NOI N2) given by 

X· [0, 2T] ~ N\N2' X· [T, 3T] ~ N'\N~, 
otherwise. 

The quotient spaces NINt ' for the reverse flow and NIN2 for the forward 
flow, together with these maps, form categories [-(M; S) and [+(M; S) re-
spectively, which define the Conley index of S in M for the reverse and for-
ward flows (see [13 ] for details). The categories are also inverse systems, ordered 
by the inclusion N' ~ N. Applying one of the functors H*, H* to one of the 
categories [+ ,[- generates an inverse system of (isomorphic) groups, with the 
(co)homology Conley index groups CH~(M; S), CH~(M; S), CH:(M; S), 
CH;(M; S) the inverse limits of the systems. 

As every neighborhood of S contains the total space N of an index quadru-
ple, the subcategories of index pairs derived from index quadruples are co final 
with the total categories. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, the homol-
ogy Conley index can be viewed as an inverse limit of (isomorphic) homology 
groups derived from index quadruples. That is, for any homology theory £*' 
the cohomology Conley index ~£~ (M; S) for the forward flow are represented 
by £*(N, N2); the index ~£-::(M; S) for the reverse flow is represented by 
£*(N, Nt). 

Example 1.1. Suppose M is an orientable n-manifold with a flow, S a fixed 
point or periodic orbit, or more generally a compact orientable invariant sub-
manifold of M. Further, suppose S is normally hyperbolic in the flow (Le. 
there is a splitting of the tangent bundle TsM ~ TS ED £S ED EU and con-
stants C, a > 0 such that for all t > 0, IID,utvll < Ce-atllvll for v E £S 
and IID,utvll > C-'eatllvll for v E EU). If £S has dimension sand EU has 
dimension u, there is a tubular neighborhood E of S in M and fibration 
RS x RU --+ E --+ S with the following properties: 

(i) E and S have flows inherited from M; 
(ii) The projection map E --+ S is equivariant with respect to these flows; 
(iii) The flow on E is linear on fibers, contracting on RS, expanding on RU. 

An index pair for S in the forward flow is then a pair (N, N2 ) with fibration 

(DS x DU , DS X su-t) --+ (N, N2) --+ S. 

Likewise, an index pair for S in the reverse flow is a pair (N, Nt) with fibration 

(DS x DU, ss-l X DU) --+ (N, NJ) --+ S. 
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If S is a single critical point, the forward and reverse indices have the ho-
motopy types of spheres: [+(M; S) = l:;u := [SU]; [-(M; S) = l:;S. That 
is, 

CH~(M; S) = { ~: k = u, 
k i= u, 

and 

C H: (M : S) = { ~: k=s=n-u, 
k i= s. 

It is trivial then that CH~(M; S) ~ CH:_k(M; S). 

More generally, if S is a compact orientable manifold and one (hence both) 
of the fibrations above is orientable, the forward and reverse homology in-
dices are just suspensions (of degree u and s respectively) of the homology 
of S: CH~(M; S) ~ Hk-u(S) and CH:_k(M; S) ~ Hk-s(S). As S is a com-
pact orientable manifold of dimension n - u - s , we can apply Poincare duality 
to the homology of S and obtain an isomorphism Hk-u(S) ~ Hn-k-s(S). 
Composing these yields CH~(M; S) ~ CH:_k(M; S). The goal of this pa-
per will be to establish this duality in much greater generality. The following 
examples will be used in §3 to illustrate some of the limitations of this duality. 
Example 1.2. Consider the flow on R3 given by 

(x, y, z) . t = (x + at, ebty, z + ct), a,b,c>O, 
and let Z E9 Z act on R3 by (x, y, z). (n, m) = (x + n, (-I)ny, z + m). 
The flow and the group action commute, so there is a flow induced on M = 
R3/Z E9 Z. The group action is free, so M is a 3-manifold. Its only isolated 
invariant set is 

S = (R x {O} x R)/ZE9 Z, 
which is a torus, and is a repeller in M. An index pair for S in the forward flow 
is «R x D' x R)/ZE9Z, (R x {-I, I} x R)/ZE9Z) ; an index pair for the reverse 
flow is «R x {O} x R)/ZE9 Z, 0). The homology indices are CH:(M; S) ~ 
(0, Z2, Z2, 0, ... ), C H~ (M; S) ~ (Z, Z E9 Z, Z, 0, ... ). 0 

Example 1.3. Take flows on S' and S2 so that each has a repelling fixed point. 
Form X = S' V S2 by wedging the two spheres together at the repellers. The 
wedge point is then an isolated invariant set in X, with index pair (D' V 
D2, SO V S') in the forward flow and (D' V D2, 0) in the reverse flow. Thus 
CH~(X; S) = (R, 0, 0, ... ), CH:(X; S) = (0, RE9R, R, 0, ... ). 0 

To establish a more general duality statement, manifolds with boundary will 
be considered. If M is a manifold with boundary, its boundary 8M is closed 
and invariant under any flow on M. If S is isolated in M then S n 8 M 
isolated in 8M [10]. An index quadruple supplies index pairs (No, No n Nd 
for Sn8M in 8M in the reverse flow, (No, NonN2) for Sn8M in 8M in the 
forward flow. Similarly, there is an index for S in the pair (M, 8M), with 
CH:(M, 8M; S) for the forward flow are represented by H.(N, No U N2); 
CH;;(M, 8M; S) for the reverse flow represented by H.(N, No U Nd. The 
indices are related by the exact sequence 

~ CH:(8M, Sn8M) ~ CH:(M; S) ~ CH:(M, 8M; S) ~ 
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Example 1.4. Take the upper half-plane H2 with flow ¢>(x, y, t) = (etx, ety). 
The origin is the only isolated invariant set, with index quadruple N = {(x, y) E 
H+: x 2 + y2 ::; I}, No = {(x, 0): Ixl ::; I}, NI = 0, N2 = {(x, y) E H+: x 2 + 
y2 = I}. From these the homology indices are readily computed and seen to 
form the exact sequence above: 

CH:(aM~; S) ~ (0, Z, 0, ... ), CH;(aM; S) ~ (Z, 0, 0, ... ), 
CH:(M; S) ~ (0, 0, 0, ... ), CH;(M; S) ~ (Z, 0, 0, ... ), 

CH:(M, aM; S) ~ (0, 0, Z, 0, ... ), CH;(M, aM; S) ~ (0, 0, 0, ... ). 

D 

It is sometimes possible to simplify the computation of index pairs by de-
composing the isolated invariant set. The simplest such decomposition is to 
recognize S as a sum or a product. If S is the disjoint union of two isolated 
invariant sets SI and S2, then the Conley index of S is the wedge product 
of the indices of SI and S2: J(M; S) = J(M; Sd V J(M; S2). The homology 
index is then additive: CH~(M; S) = CH~(M; Sd EB CH~(M; S2). 

Similarly, if M is a product MI x M2 with the flow preserving the product 
structure and S = SI X S2, then the Conley index of S is the smash product of 
the indices of SI and S2: J(M; S) = J(MI ; Sd /\ J(M2 ; S2). The homology 
index is given by the Ktinneth formula. Of course, in any manifold, if some 
neighborhood of S can be coordinatized so that the flow has such a product 
structure, the same product formula applies. This can be clearly seen in Exam-
ples 1.1 and 1.2. 

One of the key properties of the Conley index is its stability under pertur-
bation of the flow. This stability, referred to as continuation, is described as 
follows. Let M x A be a parameterized family of flows, and let M;. repre-
sent M with the A-flow. Let .9'(M) = {(S;., A): S;. is isolated in M;.}. For 
every compact N ~ M, the set A(N) of parameter values for which N is 
isolating is open. Topologize .9'(M) by taking as a subbasis sets of the form 
I1N(U) = {(S;., A): A E U, U ~ A(N) open, S;. the maximal invariant set of N 
in M;.}. Then (S/l' /1) and (S;., A) are related by continuation if they lie in 
the same path component of .9'(M) . That is, if there exists a collection of sets 
K; ~ A covering a path from A to /1, and sets N; eM such that K; ~ A(N;) 
and S;. = I1NI (Kd, S/l = I1Nn (Kn). 

The stability property of the Conley index is that if (S;., A) and (S/l' /1) are 
related by continuation, than J(M;.; S;.) and J(M/l; S/l) are isomorphic. This 
isomorphism is established by showing that the neighborhoods K; above can 
be chosen sufficiently small that for each K and every K E K , the inclusion 
(XK' SK) --+ (X x K, S(K)) induces an index isomorphism. The composition 
isomorphism' F(A, /1): J(M;.; S;.) --+ J(M/l; S/l) derived from these inclusions 
and their inverses depends only on the homotopy class of the path from A to 
/1. For the homology index then, there is an isomorphism 

F*(A, /1): CH:(M;.; S;.) --+ CH:(M/l; S/l). 

Example 1.5. In [2], the index is used to prove the existence and stability of 
magnetohydrodynamic shock waves. In the system studied, there are four rest 
points uo, UI , U2, U3, and the shock waves correspond to connecting orbits 
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between these points. The points are all hyperbolic, with Uj having index ~j. 
The main points of the argument developed in [2] are: 

(i) The set of bounded solutions with positive volume and temperature S is 
isolated. 

(ii) The flow is gradient-like [1], so S consists of the four rest points and 
connecting orbits between them. Thus if there are no connecting orbits, the 
homology index is the sum of the indices of the rest points Uj: CH:(M; S) ~ 
(Z, Z, Z, Z, 0, ... ). 

(iii) As the energy of the system is increased, the flow continues to one with no 
rest points, so S is related by continuation to the empty set and C H: (M; S) = 
O. Thus connecting orbits (i.e. shock waves) exist. Further, these solutions are 
stable, as the continuation argument used is stable. 0 

The Conley index arose as a generalization of Morse theory. Example 1.1 
shows this: a nondegenerate critical point with Morse index p is an isolated 
invariant set with Conley index rP. The key elements of Morse theory-
decomposing a manifold by unstable manifolds of critical points of a gradi-
ent flow, and relating the topology of the manifold to the numbers of critical 
points-are likewise extended in the Conley index theory. These generaliza-
tions are Morse decompositions and (generalized) Morse inequalities. Closely 
related is the algebraic machinery of attractor-repeller sequences and connection 
matrices. 

If (P, <) is a partially ordered indexing set, an interval in P is a subset 
I c P such that, if p < q < r , p, rEI, then q E I . An attracting interval is an 
interval J such that, if p E J , q < p , then q E J . A collection of subinvariant 
sets (Morse sets) .9' = {Sp}PEP is a (P, <)-ordered Morse decomposition of S 
in M if each Sp is isolated in M and every orbit in S\ (UPEP Sp) runs from 
Sq to Sp for some p < q . 

Then for each interval I ~ P, the set S(I) = {x E S: w(x) ~ SP' w*(P) ~ Sq 
for some p, q E I} is isolated in M. Index pairs for all of the isolated invariant 
sets S(I) are produced simultaneously by an index filtration [6]: a collection 
{N(J): J attracting interval} such that (N(J) , N(0)) is an index pair for S(J) 
and N(Jd U N(J2) = N(J) U h), N(Jd n N(h) = N(J) n h). Then for any 
interval I, there exist attracting intervals J, K so that 1= K\J , and for any 
such J, K, (N(K) , N(J)) is an index pair for S(l). 

The simplest nontrivial case of a Morse decomposition is an attractor-repeller 
pair: P = {O, I} with 0 < 1; So = A an attractor in S; S) = A* its dual 
repeller. In this case, the index filtration is a nested triple of compact spaces 
No ~ N) ~ N2. These may be chosen so that No and N) are neighborhood 
retracts in N2 . Such a triple is called a regular index triple, and the exact 
sequence of the triple 

a a 
-----+ Hk(N) , No) ---+ Hk(N2 , No) ---+ Hk(N2 , Nd -----+ 

then defines the homology attractor-repeller sequence 

~ CHk(M; A) ---+ CHk(M; S) ---+ CHk(M; A*) ~. 

For a general Morse decomposition .9' = {Sp}PEP, a pair of intervals (I, J) 
is said to be adjacent if I J := I U J is an interval and no i E I, j E J has 
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j < i . Every adjacent pair of intervals generates an index triple for the attractor-
repeller decomposition (S(I) , S(J» of SCI J), and so generates a homology 
attractor-repeller sequence. To understand how all of these induced homology 
sequences are related, we reformulate the sequence as follows: 

In field coefficients, the sequence 

~ CHk(M; SCI)~ -+ CHk(M; S(IJ» -+ CHk(M; S(J» ~ 

defines a matrix .:l = [g g] on the vector space C H. (M; S(l) )rf)C H. (M; S( J». 
As .:l2 = 0, {CH.(M; SCI)~ rf) CH.(M; S(J»,.:l} may be viewed as a chain 
complex. Further, if CH.(M; SCI)~ and CH.(M; S(J» are viewed as chain 
complexes with trivial boundary operators, then the sequence 

0-+ CH*(M; SCI)~ -+ CH.(M; S(I)rf)CH.(M; S(J» -+ CH*(M; S(J» -+ 0 
is a short exact sequence of chain complexes. Let H • .:l(I J) denote the ho-
mology of {CH*(M; SCI)~ rf) CH*(M; S(J»,.:l}. There is an isomorphism of 
homology sequences 

~ CHk(M; SCI)~ -+ CHk(M; S(IJ» -+ CHk(M; S(J» ~ 
so the matrix .:l computes the homology attractor-repeller sequence. Such a 
matrix is defined for every adjacent pair of intervals. In [7], Franzosa shows 
that all of these matrices and their induced homology sequences may be derived 
from a single matrix, known as a connection matrix. 

To do so, fix a coefficient field for all homology groups. For every interval J, 
let C.:l(J) = ffiPEJ CH*(M; Sp) . If .:l: C • .:l(P) -+ C*.:l(P) is a matrix, .:lp,q is 
a linear map from C H* (M; Sq) to C H* (M; Sp). .:l is said to be strictly upper 
triangular if .:lp, q = 0 for all p <j:. q ; and is said to be a boundary map if each 
.:lp,q is degree -1 and .:l2 = O. If .:l: C*.:l(P) -+ C.:l(P) is a strictly upper 
triangular boundary map, I, J intervals in P, define .:l( J , I): C • .:l( J) -+ 
C*.:l(l) by .:l(J, I) = [.:lP,q]PE/,qEJ, and denote .:l(J, J) by .:l(J). It is easily 
computed that .:l(J) is a strictly upper triangular boundary map on C.:l(J). 

That is, .:l defines a chain complex {C.:l( J) , .:l( J)} for every interval, whose 
homology is denoted by H*.:l( J). Note that for PEP, {C.:l(P) , .:l(p)} = 
{CH.(M; Sp), O} so H*.:l(p) = CH*(M; Sp). Further, if (I, J) is an adjacent 
pair of intervals, then the inclusions and projections of factors give a short exact 
sequence of chain complexes 

0-+ C.:l(I) -+ C • .:l(l J) -+ C*.:l(J) -+ 0 
and hence a long exact homology sequence 

. .. a(J,I), H*.:l( I) -+ H*.:l(l J) -+ H*.:l( J) a(J ,I), ... 

where a (J ,I) is the induced map on homology of .:l( J , I) . 
A connection matrix on C*.:l(P) is a strictly upper triangular boundary map 

.:l: C*.:l(P) -+ C.:l(P) and a collection of maps {4>(J): J an interval} with 
4>(J): H*.:l(J) -+ CH.(M; S(J» such that 4>(P) = id for all PEP, and 
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such that, for every adjacent pair of intervals (I, J), the following diagram 
commutes: 

a(J ,I) 
----+ H.!:l(I J) 

1<1>(1) 

H.!:l(J) 
a(J ,I) 
----+ 

a 
----+ 

A simple induction argument shows that all of the ¢(J) 's are in fact isomor-
phisms. Thus a connection matrix computes (up to isomorphism) all homology 
attractor-repeller sequences. Connection matrices exist for all Morse decompo-
sitions [7], but are not unique. We will denote the set of connection matrices 
defined for Y with ordering (P, <) by CM:(Y, <). 

This construction is based on the homology index CH:. Similar construc-
tions can be made using C H; , C H':.. , C H~ (connection matrices based on 
cohomology will be degree +1 coboundary maps). The set of connection ma-
trices defined on CH.- will be denoted CM;(Y, <); the set defined on CH':.. 
is denoted CM':..(Y, <), etc. 

The Morse inequalities, as formulated by Conley [4], follow naturally from 
the existence of connection matrices. Namely, given a finite chain complex 
{C, d} with field coefficients, rk(Ck) = rk(Zk) + rk(Bk_d and rk(Zk) = 
rk(Hk(C)) + rk(Bk). Thus rk(Ck) = rk(Hk(C)) + rk(Bk_d + rk(Bk). For 
each of the graded groups C., H. (C), B., there are Poincare polynomials 
P(C., t) = rk(Cdtk , P(H.(C) , t) = rk(Hk(C))tk, P(B., t) = rk(Bk)tk , which 
then satisfy the equation P(C., t) = P(H.(C)) + (1 + t)P(B.). Applying this 
now to the chain complex {C.!:l(P) , !:l(P)} generated by a connection matrix 
yields the Morse inequalities: 

L P(Sp , t) = P(S, t) + (1 + t)P(im!:l. (P), t) 
PEP 

where P(S, t) = P(CH.(M; S), t) and P(Sp, t) = P(CH.(M: Sp), t). 
Consider for instance the system in Example 1.5. As the system is gradient-

like, the four rest points form a Morse decomposition for S, with ordering 
o < 1 < 2 < 3. Just as S continues to the empty set for high enough en-
ergy, so too S(OI) and S(23) continue to the empty set. The attractor-repeller 
sequences of Uo and Ul in S(OI), and of U2 and U3 in S(23) , can then 
be computed. In both cases, C H. (M; S (I)) is zero, so the connection map 
0: CHp(M; Ui) ~ CHp_I(M; ui-d is an isomorphism. Thus there exist con-
necting orbits from Ul to Uo and from U3 to U2. These maps also appear as en-
tries in the connection matrix of the system, and are in fact enough to compute 
the entire matrix. Taking only the nonzero dimensions of each C H. (M; Ui) , 
any connection matrix is a 4 x 4 matrix with only the first upper diagonal 
nonzero: 

!:l - [~ gOI ~12 ~ 1 
- 0 0 0 023 • 

o 0 0 0 
The attractor-repeller sequences of S(OI) and S(12) show that 001 and 023 are 
nonzero, while the requirement !:l2 = 0 forces 012 = O. Thus the shock waves 
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corresponding to the UI-tO- Uo and U3-tO-U2 connections exist for all parameter 
values, while connections from U2 and UI are not guaranteed algebraically, and 
do not exist for all parameter values (cf. [8]). 

In the Morse inequality description, LpEP P(Sp , t) = 1 + t + t2 + t3 , while 
P(S, t) = 0, so (1 + t)P(imd*(P), t) = 1 + t + t2 + t3 and P(imd*(P), t) = 
1+ t2 • 

2. POINCARE-LEFSCHETZ DUALITY 

In Example 1.1, both the forward and reverse homology indices are suspen-
sions of the homology of S, so the duality of the forward and reverse indices 
is trivial. We show now that duality holds quite independent of the topology of 
S and the orientability of the fibrations 

(DS x DU, D S X SU-I) --+ (N, N2) --+ S, 
(DS x DU , ss-I X DU) --+ (N, Nd --+ S. 

However, as Examples 1.2 and 1.3 indicate, orientability of the ambient mani-
fold and the possible intersection of the invariant set with the boundary of the 
manifold must be taken into account. 

Theorem 2.1. If M is an orientable n-manifold with boundary, S ~ M an 
isolated invariant set for a CI flow on M, then there exist duality isomorphisms 

D: CH~(M, aM; S) --+ CH:-(M; S), 
D: CH~(M; S) --+ CH:-(M, aM; S). 

Further, if S n aM = 0 , both isomorphisms reduce to an isomorphism 

D: CH~(M; S) --+ CH:-(M; S). 
Proof. The proof consists of two steps, which are carried out in the lemmas 
below: 

(i) For each quadruple (N, No, N I , N2) E L(M, aM; S), there exist iso-
morphisms nZN: Hk(N, No U Nd --+ Hn-k(N, N2) and nZN: Hk(N, Nd 
--+ Hn-k(N, No U N2), where ZN E Hn(N, aN) is the fundamental class of 
(N, aN). 

(ii) The cap product isomorphisms commute with the bonding maps ofthe in-
verse system of index quadruples. Given (N, No, N I , N2), (N' , No, N~, N2) 
E L(M, aM; S) with N' ~ N, the homotopy equivalences ¢_ and ¢+ in-
duce a commutative diagram 

(2.2) 

The isomorphism D: CH~(M, aM; S) --+ CH:(M; S) is then the inverse 
limit of the cap products nz N • 

Lemma 2.3. If M is an orientable n-manifold, S ~ M an isolated invariant 
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set, and (N, No, N 1, N2) E L(M, 8M; S), then the maps 

n ZN: Hk(N, No U Nd -+ Hn-k(N, N2)' 
n ZN: Hk(N, Nd -+ Hn-k(N, No U N2) 

are isomorphisms. 
Proof. As the two isomorphisms are analogous, we prove only the first. Let N 
be formed by identifying two copies of N (denoted N+ and N-) along N2. 
For any subset U of N, form U ~ N similarly. Note that NoUNl = 8N, and 
that N2n(NoUNd = 8N2. N is an orientable manifold with fundamental class 
ZN, so N+ and N- are orientable with fundamental classes Z+, Z_. Thus 
N is an orientable manifold, with fundamental class z the image of (z+, L) 
under the composition 

Hn(N+, 8N+) EEl Hn(N-, 8N-) -+ Hn(N, N2 U 8N) ~ Hn(N, 8N). 

Further, as N2 is a neat n - 1 submanifold with boundary of N, with fun-
damental class Z2 E Hn- 1(N2 , 8N2) is the image of z, Z+ and L under the 
appropriate boundary maps. 

N+ , N- and N2 are all excisive in N, so there are exact sequences 

-+ Hk(N, 8N) -+ Hk(N+ , N+ n 8N) EEl Hk(N- , N- n 8N) -+ H k(N2, 8N2) -+ 

and 
-+ Hn- k(N2) -+ Hn-k(N) -+ Hn-dN+ , N2) EEl Hn-k(N- , N2) -+ . 

The cap products link the two sequences, forming the diagram: 

(2.4) 

-+Hk(N, aN) -----+ Hk(N+ , N+ naN) EB Hk(N- , N- naN) -----+ Hk(N2, aN2)-+ 

1 ni 1 (uz+ • nz+) 1 nZ2 

The cap product nz commutes with (nz+, nz+), and (nz+, nz+) com-
mutes with nZ2, from the naturality of cap products and their commutativity 
with Mayer-Vietoris boundaries [14,5.6.16,5.6.20]. To show that nz and nZ2 
commute requires slightly more work. There are inclusion-induced diagrams 

(2.5) 1 nZ2 

and 

(2.6) 

1 ni.z2 

Hn-k-1(N) 
id 

f--- Hn-k-1(N) 
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which are linked by the commutative diagram 

Hk(aN+) ~ Hk+I(N+, aN+) 

(2.7) 1 n8.z 

Hn-k-l(aN+) ----t Hn-k-I(N+) 

The composition of 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 produces the required commutative square. 
By Poincan!-Lefschetz duality, the cap products nZ2 and nz are isomor-

phisms, so nz+ and nL are isomorphisms. But each of these is just the cap 
product nZN: Hk(N, No U Nt} ---+ Hn-k(N, N2). 0 

This shows that each index quadruple induces a duality isomorphism. To 
show that all such isomorphisms are compatible, we first consider a special case 
of nested index pairs. 

Lemma 2.S. Suppose (N, No, N I , N2), (N', No, Nf, N2) E L(M, aM; S) 
with N' ~ intMN such that, if X· [to, ttl ~ N, and X· to, X· tl EN', then 
X· [to, ttl ~ N'. Then diagram 2.2 commutes: for c' E Hk(N', No U Nf), 

(n:)-I 0 ¢* 0 n*(n* 0 ¢* 0 (n,*)-I(c') n ZN) = c' n ZN' . 
Proof. Let P- = {x E N: 3t < 0 with X· [t, 0] ~ N, X· tEN'}, P+ = 
{x EN: 3t > 0 with X· [0, t] ~ N, x . tEN'}. Then P+ n P- = N' , and 
N = P+ uP- U {x E N: X· ['l"+(x), L(X)] n N' = 0}, where X· ['l"+(x), L(X)] 
is the maximal orbit segment of x contained in N. There are continuous maps 
e-: P- ---+ R, e+: P+ ---+ R defined by 

e-(x) = max{t :::; 0: X· [t, 0] ~ N, X· tEN'}, 
e+(x) = min{t 2: 0: X· [0, t] ~ N, X· tEN'}. 

There is then a map ¢: P+ U P- ---+ N' defined by 

¢(x) = { X· e+(x), x E P+ , 
x·e-(x), XEP-. 

On P+ n P- = N', e+ = e- = 0, so ¢ is well defined, and is the identity map 
when restricted to N'. It maps P-\N' to N2, P+\N' to Nf, (P+ U P-) n 
No to No, and aN(p+ U P-) to Nf n N2. There is then a continuous map 
¢: N/«No U Nt} n N2) ---+ N' /«No U ND n N2) defined by 

¢( ) = { [¢(x)], X E P+ U P- , 
x [Nf n N2], otherwise. 

Let n: N ---+ N/«No U Nt} n N2) and n': N' ---+ N' /«No U ND n N2) be the 
natural projections. Then the following diagram commutes: 

Hn(N, aN) ~Hn(N, N\intN') ( Hn(N', aN') 

Hn(N/(No U Nt} n N2 , ---..:...~.~-~) Hn(N' /(No U ND n NL 
aN/(No U Nt} n N2) aN' /(No U ND n N2)· 
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Thus (n:) -I 0 ¢* 0 n* (z) = z' , and the maps n, ¢ and n' induce a commutive 
diagram of cap products 

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that r/Jt = (n:) -I 0 ¢* 0 n* and that 
r/J~ = n* 0 ¢* 0 (n,*)-I . To do so, we show that the compositions 

and 

(N/(No U Nd n N2 , N2/(No U Nd n N2) 

~ (N'/(N6 U N{) n N~, N~/(N6 U N{) n N~) ..!!--., (N'/N~, *) 

are homotopic. Define <1>: (N/(No U Nd n N2) x [0, 1] ~ N'/N~ by 

cI>([x), s) 

= { [x· (3sT + (1 - s)e+(x))), 

[N~], 

x E P+, 
x· [0, 3sT + (1 - s)e+(x)] <;:; N, 
X· ((1 - s)e+(x)) . [sT, 3sT] <;:; N', 
otherwise. 

As every x with X· [to, td <;:; N and X· to, X· tl E N' has X· [to, td <;:; N' , 
the set {x· [0, 3sT + (1 - s)e+(x)] <;:; N, X· ((1 - s)8+(x))· [sT, 3sT] <;:; N'} 
has its boundary contained in {x: x . (3sT + (1 - s)8+(x)) E ND, and so is 
mapped to [N~]. Thus cI> is continuous, with <1>0 = no ¢, <1>1 = r/J+ 0 n. There 
is a similar homotopy between no ¢ and r/J- 0 n. D 

Lemma 2.9. If (N, No, N I , N2), (N', N6, N{, N~) E L(M, aM; S) with 
N' <;:; N, then the diagram (2.2) commutes. 
Proof. If (N,No ,NI ,N2)EL(M,aM;S), T>O,let NT={XEN:x. 
[-T, T] <;:; N}, and let Nt = No n NT, Nr = (NI . T) n NT, NJ = 
(N2 . (-T)) n NT. Then (NT, Nt, Nr, NJ) E L(M, aM; S). Further, 
if (N', N6, N{ , N~) E L(M, aM; S), there is a T such that NT <;:; int(N'). 
Then N'T <;:; NT, and each of the containments N,T <;:; N', NT <;:; N, N'T <;:; 
NT satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.8. Thus all of the maps r/J+ , r/J- are de-
fined, and the corresponding diagram commutes for each of these containments. 
Further, the maps r/J+ and r/J- form commutative diagrams 

Hk(N, No U Nd ~ Hk(NT , (No U Nd T) 

1 1 
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and 
Hn_k(N,T, N'T) -----+ Hn-k(N', ND 

1 1 
Hn_k(NT, Nf) -----+ Hn-k(N, N2) 

The composition of these then gives the required diagram. 0 

If SnaM = 0, then CHI!...(aM; SnaM) , CH:(aM; SnaM) = 0 and the 
indices of S in M and in (M, aM) are isomorphic, via the exact sequences 

~ CHI!... (M , aM; S) ~ CHI!... (M : S) ~ CHI!... (a M; S n a M) ~ , 
~ CH:(aM; SnaM) ~ CH:(M; S) ~ CH:(M, aM; S) ~ . 

There is then an isomorphism D: CH~(M; S) ~ CH;(M; S). Further, since 
a(aM) = 0, CH~(aM; S n aM) and CH;(aM; S n aM) are dual. The 
exact sequences connect these various duality isomorphisms. 

Theorem 2.10. If S is isolated in M, the following diagram commutes: 
~CHI!...(M, aM; S) ~ CHI!...(M; S) ~ CHc(aM; SnaM) ~ 

~ CH:_p(M; S) ~CHn_p(M, aM; S)~CH:_p_l(aM; SnaM)~ 
Proof. The sequences are represented by the exact sequences of the triples 
(N, NoUNl' Nd and (N, NoUN2, N2). If Zo E Hn-l(No , aND) is the funda-
mental class of No, Zo is the image of Z under the Mayer-Vietoris boundary. 
Then the naturality of the cap product yields commutative diagram 

~Hk(N, NouNd ~ Hk(N, Nd ~ Hk(No, NonNd ~ 

1 nzo 

~ Hn-k(N, N2) ~Hn-k(N, No U N2) ~Hn-k-l(No, No n N2) ~ 

The index diagram is then the inverse limit of such diagrams. 0 

3. NATURALITY 

Duality does more than just show that the homology indices are isomorphic 
as (ungraded) groups-it shows that for many of the constructions used in the 
Conley index theory, they carry the same information. To establish this, we 
show that the duality isomorphism is natural with respect to the basic proper-
ties of the Conley index: sums and products; continuation; attractor-repeller 
sequences and connection matrices. Examples show that other properties, such 
as ring structures and naturality with respect to semiconjugacies, are not pre-
served by duality. 

Theorem 3.1. The duality isomorphism is natural with respect to sums and prod-
ucts of isolated invariant sets. That is, suppose M and M' are manifolds with 
flows, S S; M and S' S; M' isolated invariant sets. Then 
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(i) If SI, S2 ~ M are isolated so that SI U S2 = S, SI n S2 = 0, then the 
following diagram commutes: 

CH~(M, aM; st} ffi CH~(M, aM; S2) ~ CHk(M, aM; S) 

CH:_k(M; Sd ffi CH:_k(M; S2) 

(ii) The following diagram commutes: 

CH+ (M'S) n-k ' 

CH~(M, aM; S) ffi CH~' (M', aM'; S')----+CH~+k' (M x M', a(M x M'); S) 

CH:_k(M; S) ffi CH:_k,(M'; S') ----+ CH:+n'_k_k,(M x M', S x S') 
Proof. (i) Choose (N, No, N 1 , N2) E M(M, aM; Sd, (N', N~, N{ , N~) E 
L(M, aM; S2) such that NnN' = 0. Then (NUN', NoUN~, Nl UN{, N2u 
Nn E L(M, aM; S), and there is commutative diagram 

Hk(N, No U Nd ffiHk(N', N~ U ND ~ Hk(NU N', No U N~ U Nl U ND 

Hn-k(N, N2) ffi Hn-dN', N~) ~ Hn_dN UN' , N2 U N~) 

(ii) Similarly, choose (N, No, N 1 , N2) E L(M, aM; S), (N', N~, N{ , N~) 
E L(M', aM'; S'). Then (N x N', (N x N~) U (No x N'), (N x ND U 
(Nl x N'), (N x N~) U (N2 X N')) E L(M x M' , a(M x M'); S x S'), and 
there is commutative diagram 

Hk(N, No U NIl EB H k' (N' , N~ U N;J.:2.Hk+k' (N x N ' , (N x (N~ U N;J) U ((No U NIl x N ' )) 

1 D\81Dz 1 D 

Hn_k(N, N2) EB Hn'-k' (N' , N~) .:2. Hn+n'-k-k' (N X N ' , (N x N~) U (No X N ' )) 0 

Theorem 3.2. The duality isomorphism is preserved under continuation. That is, 
if M x A is a parameterized family of.flows with (SIl' /1) and (SA, A) related 
by continuation, then there exists commutative diagram of isomorphisms: 

CHl!..(MIl , aMIl ; SIl) I CHl!..(MA, aMA; SA) 
P(A,Il) 

CH:_p(MIl ; SIl) I CHLp(MA; SA) F.(Il,A) 
Proof. Without loss, we may assume A = [0, l] and that for every t E [0, l] 
(XI, SI) ----+ (XxA, S(A)) is an index isomorphism. For any V ~ XxA, tEA, 
let VI = V n (X x {t}). Choose an index quadruple (N(A) , No (A) , Nl (A), 
N2(A)) for S(A). Then (NI' NOI U Nl/) is an index pair for (XI, aXI ; SI) 
in the reverse flow; (NI' N21 ) is an index pair for (XI; SI) in the forward 
flow. The inclusions (No, Noo U N lO , N20 ) ----+ (N, No U Nl , N2) and (Nl, NOI U 
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NlI , N2d --+ (N, No U NI , N2) induce diagram 

Hk(No,NooUNIO) ~ Hk(N,NoUNd ~ Hk(NI,NoIUNlI) 

1 nzon 

where the inclusion Hn(X, aX) ~ Hn(X xA, ax xA) maps ZN to ZA. But 
the horizontal compositions define the isomorphisms F*(O, 1) and F*(I, 0). 
o 

Theorem 3.3. The duality isomorphism commutes with attractor-repeller se-
quences. If S is an isolated invariant set with attractor-repeller pair (A, A*), 
then the following diagrams commute: 

--+CH~(M, aM; A)--+CH~(M, aM; S)--+CH~(M, aM; A*)--+ 

lD lD lD 
--+ CH:_p(M; A) --+ CH:_p(M; S) --+ CH+ (M· A*) n-p , --+ 

and 

--+ CH~(M; A) --+ CHC(M; S) --+ CH~(M; A*) --+ 

lD lD lD 
--+CH:_p(M, aM; A)--+CH:_p(M, aM; S)--+CH:_p(M, aM; A*)--+ 

Proof. We show that the first diagram commutes. Choose (N, No, NI , N2) E 
./t (M , aM; S). There exist neighborhoods Lo of A and LI of A* in N 
such that Lo U LI = N, aN Lo = Lo n LI = aN LI , and such that Lo n LI lies in 
the exit set of LI and the entrance set of Lo [12]. Then 

(Lo, No nLo, (NI uLd nLo, N2 nLo) E ./t(M, aM; A), 
(LI' No n L I , NI n L I , (N2 U Lo) n Ld E ./t(M, aM; A*). 

Fundamental classes for N, Lo and LI are related by the diagram 
Hn(N, LI U aN) +-- Hn(N, aN) ------+ Hn(N, Lo U aN) 

r r 
Hn(Lo, aLo) Hn(LI, aLd 

The cap products of N, Lo and LI link the exact sequences, forming diagram 

8. 
--+ Hn-p(LO, N2 U Lo) 

1 nZN 1 nZLl 

--+ Hn-p(N, N2) --+Hn-p(L1 , (N2 U Lo) n L2)~ 

which represents the index diagram. 
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The commutativity of zLo and ZN, and of ZN and ZL 1 follows from the 
naturality of the cap product. The commutativity of ZL1 and zLo is obtained 
by applying [5, VII, 12.25] with XI = LI uNoNI' X2 = LouN2, Al = NoUNI' 
A2 = N2 , and composing it with the diagrams induced by the inclusions 

(LI' (No U NI ) n LI , (N2 U Lo) n Ld 
~ (LI UNo U NI , No U NI , ((No U Nd n Lo) U ((N2 U Lo) n Ld 

and 

(Lo, (LI UNo U Nd n Lo, N2 n Lo) 
~ (Lo U N2, ((No U Nd n Lo) U ((N2 U Lo) n Ld, N2). 

The composition yields the commutative diagram 

8. 
-----+ Hn- p - I (Lo, N2 n Lo). 0 

Note that if field coefficients F are used, there is a natural isomorphism 
CH±(M; S) ~ Hom(CH,;(M; S), F), and a (noncanonical) isomorphism 
CH,;(M; S) ~ Hom(CH,;(M; S), F). That is, if S n 8M = 0, then the 
four attractor-repeller sequences (i.e. those of CH,; and CH±) all express the 
same information. 

In a Morse decomposition Y = {Sp} of S (assume now that Sn8M = 0), 
CH:(M; Sp) and CH:(M; Sp) are dualfor each p, with duality isomorphism 
Dp. Thus C:tl(P) = ffiPEP CH:(M; Sp) and C:tl(P) = ffiPEP CH:(M; Sp) 
are dual, with duality isomorphism D = ffiPEP Dp . 

Theorem 3.4. There is a bijection D: CM:(Y, <) ~ CM:(Y, <), with 
D( {tl~(P), ¢~ (In) = {D 0 tl~ (P) 0 D- I , D(/) 0 ¢~(/) 0 D(I)-I} . 

Proof. It suffices to show that D does indeed map into CM:(Y, <). If it 
does, then it has an inverse jj-I defined analogously from D-I . 

(i) tlt(P) is the composition 

Ctlt(P) ~ Ctl,,--k(p) ~ Ctl,,--k+l(p) ~ Ctlt_1 (P), 

so it is a degree -1 map with tlt,q = D 0 0 0 D-I = 0 for p -I. q and with 

tlt(P)otl~(P) = Dotl~(P)oD-1 oDotl~(P)oD-1 = Dotl~(P)otl~(P)oD-1 = O. 
That is, it is a strictly upper triangular boundary map. 

For any adjacent pair of intervals (I, J) (with respect to the forward flow, 
so that (J, I) is an adjacent interval in the reverse flow), there is then an 
isomorphism of short exact chain complex sequences 

o -----+ C tl~ (I) -----+ C tl~ (J l) -----+ C tl~ (J) -----+ 0 
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which induces an isomorphism of long exact sequences 
-+ H~~_k(1) -+ H~~_k(I J) -+ H~~_k(J) -+ 

H~"-(JI) 

-+ CH~(M; S(I)) -+ CH~(M; S(JI)) -+ CH~(M; S(J)) -+ 

-+CH:_k(M; S(l))-+CH:_k(M, S(IJ))-+CH:_k(M; S(J))-+ 
Thus the maps D; 1 0 ¢+ (I) 0 D make the diagram commute, with D; 1 0 ¢+ (P) 0 

D = D-l 0 id 0 D = id, as required. 0 

Duality divides the four collections of connection matrices into two pairs: 
CM~(:7, <) ~ CM:(:7, <); CM~(:7, <) ~ CM;(:7, <). As with attractor-
repeller sequences, these are further related by the Hom functor. There are bijec-
tions B+: CM:(:7, <) -+ CM~(:7, <),B-: CM;(:7, <) -+ CM~(:7, <) 
defined by B±(~;(P), ¢;(l)) = (h- 1 oHom(~;(P))oh, h- 1 oHom(¢;(I))oh) , 
where h is the isomorphism of the cohomology universal coefficient theorem. 
As in Theorem 3.4, B+ and B- carry connection matrices to connection matri-
ces. Thus the four collections of connection matrices are all naturally identified 
with each other, and the four homology index functors provide equivalent in-
formation about Morse decompositions. 

In particular, they all generate equivalent Morse inequalities: 
Corollary 3.5. The Morse inequalities generated by C H: and C H~ are equal; 
the Morse inequalities generated by CH; and CH~ are equal; the Morse in-
equalities generated by CH: and CH; are related by exchanging tk and tn- k 
in the Poincare polynomials. 

While the duality isomorphism exists for a large class of flows, and commutes 
with most of the basic structures of the Conley index theory, it does not hold 
in complete generality, nor preserve all of the index structures. Some examples 
illustrate these limitations. 

In Example 1.2, the manifold M is nonorientable, and the invariant set S 
has integer (co )homology indices 

CH:(M; S) ~ (0, Z2, Z2, 0, ... ) , 
CH;(M; S) ~ (Z, ZffiZ, Z, 0, ... ), 
while the indices with Z2 coefficients are 

CH~(M; S) ~ (0, Z2, Z2, 0, ... ), 
CH~(M; S) ~ (Z, ZffiZ, Z, 0, ... ), 

CH:(M; S) ~ CH~(M; S) ~ (0, Z2, Z2 ffi Z2, Z2, 0, ... ), 
CH.-(M; S) ~ CH~(M; S) ~ (Z2' Z2 ffi Z2, Z2, 0, ... ). 

Moreover, the ring structures with Z2 coefficients are 
CH+(M; S) ~ (0, (a), (a2 , b), (a2b) , 0, ... ), 

CH-(M; S) ~ «1), (a, P), (ap) , 0, ... ). 
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This example illustrates several distinctions between the indices. First, the 
groups above are dual when Z2 coefficients are used, but not when Z coeffi-
cients are used, as M is orientable over Z2, but not over Z. 

Second, the indices are dual as groups, but not as rings. The cohomology 
groups have distinct nontrivial ring structures, while their dual homology groups 
have no natural ring structure. That is, as groups, all four indices are essentially 
the same. As rings, they are all distinct. In particular, the forward and re-
verse cohomology groups have different cuplengths, and so may give different 
information in Ljusternik-Schnirelmann arguments, such as that used in [3]. 

Third, the duality isomorphism does not conjugate the maps induced by 
semiconjugacies (cf. [l0]). That is, if I: M' ---+ M is a flow map, S ~ M an 
isolated invariant set, the diagram may not commute: 

CH~(M'; I-I(S» r 
CH~(M; S) +---

lv lv 
CH:(M'; I-I(S)) f. CH:(M; S) ------+ 

For example, in Example 1.2 take the inclusion i: S ---+ M. The homology 
Conley index of a set in itself is simply the homology of the set: CH!(S; S) = 
H*(S). In the reverse flow in Example 1.2, S is an attractor, so its homology 
index is the tech homology of the set: CH;(M; S) = H*(S). The inclusion 
is a proper semiconjugacy with i*: CH:(S; S) ---+ CH:(M; S) the zero map 
and i*: C H~ (S ; S) ---+ C H~ (M; S) an isomorphism. 

Finally, in the wedge of spheres X = SI V S2 in Example 1.3, the wedge 
point had homology indices CH~(X; S) = (R, 0, 0, ... ) and CH:(X; S) = 
(0, REB R, R, 0, ... ). These are not dual, regardless of the ring R chosen. 
That is, duality holds only for flows on manifolds. 

4. ApPLICATIONS 

Theorem 2.1 is essentially a closed result, establishing the hypotheses needed 
for the duality observed in Example 1.1 to hold for all isolated invariant sets. 
However, by adding another element to the Conley index theory which is both 
canonical and natural, the theorem raises the question of applications: does 
the duality isomorphism provide any dynamical information? Two modes of 
application are indicated in this section. 

The first use of duality is that it can simplify computation of homology in-
dex groups. For example, if S is isolated in M and C H! (8 M; S n 8 M) is 
nonzero, then Sn8M is nonempty, and remains so under continuation. Dual-
ity allows this to be observed without computing CH:(8M; Sn8M) directly. 
Corollary4.1. IICH~(M; S) and CH:(M; S) are not dual, then every isolated 
invariant set related by continuation to S intersects 8M, and has 

CH!(8M; S n 8M) 
nonzero. Further, if CH:(M; S) is nonzero, then WU(S) is not contained in 
8M; if CH;(M; S) is nonzero, then WS(S) is not contained in 8M. 

In Examples 1.4, CH:(M; S) = 0, while CH;(M; S) ~ (Z, 0, 0, ... ). 
Thus CHi (8 M; S n 8 M) ~ CHi (M, 8M; S) ~ Z, and S n 8 M remains 
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nonempty under continuation. Further, as CH:(M; S) is nonzero, WS(S) 
is not contained in 8 M and remains so under continuation. That is, Sand 
everything related to it by continuation must intersect the boundary and attract 
orbits from the interior. 

A similar application of duality relates the stable and unstable sets of S. 
The stable and unstable sets of S are WS(S) = {x E M: w(x) ~ S} and 
WU(S) = {x E M: w*(x) ~ S} respectively. If S is hyperbolic, these are im-
mersed manifolds whose tangent bundles along S are T S E9 ES and T S E9 EU 
respectively. If as and aU are sections of WS(S)\S and WU(S)\S respec-
tively, let WcJ(S) = {x • R-: x E as}, W:(S) = {x· R+: x E aU}. For 
any two sections as, ijs, there exists a flow-defined homeomorphism between 
(WcJ(S) , as) and (Wg(S) , ijS), so there are well-defined groups H*(WcJ(S) , as) 
and H*(W:(S) , aU) independent of the section chosen. These groups find re-
peated use in relating the dynamics of the flow to the topology of the manifold. 
For instance, in Morse theory, the unstable sets form a CW decomposition of 
the manifold and these groups form the associated (co ) chain complex. 

If (N, 0, N I , N2) is an index quadruple, then as = NI n WS(S) and aU = 
N2 n WU(S) are such sections. Further, sequences of quadruples (Na, 0, N la , 
N2a ) can be chosen such that Nla n WS(S) = NIp n WS(S) and naNa = WcJ(S) . 
Thus if*(w:(S) , aU) ~ CH:(M; S) and if*(W;(S) , as) ~ CH;(M; S), 
where if denotes tech (co ) homology . All of this is standard, and is used 
in the development of the Churchill sequence [1]. The new feature is that these 
groups are dual: 

Corollary 4.2. There exists a duality isomorphism 

D: ifk(w:(S) , aU) -> ifn_k(W;(S) , as) 

which is independent of the sections as and aU . 

Note that this duality does not hold in general if singular homology is used. 
For example, there exists flow on R2 which have a Warsaw circle S as an 
attractor. Then (W:(S) , aU) = (S, 0), while (W;(S) , as) = (A, 8A), where 
A is an annulus. Clearly, HI(WuU(S) , aU) and H2_I (W;(S) , as) are not dual. 

These applications use only the fact that the duality map is an isomorphism, 
without using the precise form of the map. Another aspect of duality is to 
discover what information can be obtained by knowing which elements of 
CH'!...(M; S) and CH:_p(M; S) are identified by the map. Note that 2.1 and 
the naturality results help make the map computable: if it can be computed 
for one index quadruple, it is then computed for all others; if the set can be 
recognized as a sum or product, the map can be computed on the factors; if 
the map can be computed for one isolated invariant set, it is computed for all 
others related by continuation. However, the map is not "flow-defined." That 
is, the flow generates the maps ¢+, ¢- , () used to show that D is well defined, 
and the map FA-,ll used to show that it is continuation-invariant, but the flow 
does not generate the map D itself. 

One way of using the map D is to define from it a nonsingular pairing of 
CH;(M; S) and CH:(M; S), which can be thought of as an intersection 
pairing: 
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Naturally related to it is an intersection pamng of H*(Wr:"(S), aU) and 
H*(W;(S), as). In [9], Kurland independently defines such intersection pair-
ings and uses them to prove the existence of layers of solutions to certain bound-
ary value problems. 

Another intersection pairing related to duality involves attractor-repeller pairs. 
If (A, A*) is an attractor-repeller pair for S, then the set C(A*, A; S) of 
connecting orbits from A* to A is the intersection WU(A*) n WS(A) n S. In 
[11], this intersection is measured by an intersection pairing CH;(M; A) ® 
CH:(M;A*)~Hp+q_n_l(C) where C is a section of C(A*,A;S). Thedu-
ality isomorphism is used to show that this intersection pairing is related to the 
connection map 8: CH:(M; A*) ~ CH:_ 1(M; A). Namely, in the appropri-
ate dimensions, an element a ® b has nonzero intersection pairing if and only 
if 8 b is a nonzero multiple of Da. Thus the connection map can be used to 
partially compute the topology of the connecting orbit set. 
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